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Further Evidence for Knowledge of Werferth’s Translation of Gregory’s Dialogues at 

Canterbury around 1200 

 

On fol. 134r of London, British Library, Royal 1 A. xiv, a copy of the West-Saxon Gospels made in 

the second half of the twelfth century, appear two pen trials, hitherto unsourced.1 The first, ‘soðlice ʒe 

syn’, was presumably copied from the opening of Lk 24.48 on the facing verso (‘Soðlice ʒe synt þinʒe 

ʒeƿiten’, “truly you are witnesses of things”), but the second, ‘sce GREGORIES se mid grecum 

crissostomas ys haten’, comes from the first sentence of the Preface to Book II of Werferth’s 

translation of Gregory’s Dialogues:2 

Her yrneð up se æftra stream þære godcundan spræce, se cymð of þære rynelan þæs gastlican 

æsprynges 7 þam halgan gaste forgeofendum gæþ þurh þa ofergyldan weoloras þæs eadigan 7 þæs 

apostolican weres sancte Gregories, se mid Grecum Crysosthomas is gehaten, to þon þæt þurh þa 

toflowendnysse þæs ylcan streames sy onlihte 7 geþenede þa ingeþancas geleaffulra breosta. 

Here rises up the next stream of sacred speech, which originates as run-off from the Spiritual Fount, 

and, the Holy Ghost granting, passes through the gilded lips of the blessed and apostolic man, Saint 

Gregory, who is called Crysosthomos [i. e. golden mouthed] among the Greeks, so that the inward 

thoughts of faithful hearts may be enlightened and ministered through the flowing of the same stream.  

The reading ‘haten’ indicates that the scribe who wrote the pen trial had access to the original version 

of Werferth’s translation, and not the eleventh-century revision preserved in Oxford, Bodleian 

Library, Hatton 76, which reads ‘genemned’ here.3 

The hand of the pen trials has plausibly been identified by Liuzza as that of the scribe responsible for 

copying Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 38, an even later copy of the West-Saxon Gospels, datable 

around 1200 on palaeographic grounds.4 Recent philological opinion is that its language is Kentish, 

and Liuzza suggested the hand is ‘closely related’ to the first hand of Oxford, Bodleian Library, 

Bodley 423, fols. 1-127, a collection of sermons from Christ Church, Canterbury.5 The pen trial helps 

corroborate this localisation, as well as confirm the twelfth-century provenance of another manuscript 

fragment. 

That manuscript fragment is Canterbury, Cathedral Library, Add. 25, which comprises two bifolia 

from Book IV of Werferth’s translation of Gregory’s Dialogues in script datable to the late tenth 

century.6 In his recent description of the fragment, Gameson observes it is ‘tempting’ to identify it 

with the ‘Dialgus beati Gregorii’ listed among the ‘Libri Anglici’ in Henry of Eastry’s fourteenth-

                                                      
1 The manuscript is described by N. R. Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford, 1957), 

no. 245 and R. M. Liuzza (ed.), The Old English Version of the Gospels, 2 vols., EETS o. s. 304, 314 (London, 

1994-2000), I, xxxvii-xli.  
2 H. Hecht, Bischof Wærferths von Worcester Übersetzung der Dialoge Gregors der Großen, 2 vols. (Leipzig, 

1900-1907), I, 94, lls. 12-23, silently altering <ʒ> to <g>. Translation mine.  
3 For the different versions, see D. Yerkes, ‘The Translation of Gregory’s Dialogues and its Revision: Textual 

history, provenance, authorship’, in P. E. Szarmach (ed.), Studies in Earlier Old English Prose: sixteen original 

contributions (Albany, 1986), 335-43. 
4 Liuzza, OE Version of the Gospels, I, xxxix. The manuscript is described by Ker, Catalogue, no. 325 and 

Liuzza, OE Version of the Gospels, I, xxxiii-vi. 
5 Liuzza, OE Version of the Gospels, I, xxxvi. 
6 Ker, Catalogue, no. 96; R. Gameson, The Earliest Books of Canterbury Cathedral: manuscripts and fragments 

to c. 1200 (London, 2008), no. 5 (with plate of fol. 4r). For the text, see D. Yerkes, ‘The Text of the Canterbury 

Fragment of Werferth’s Translation of Gregory’s Dialogues and its Relation to the Other Manuscripts’, Anglo-

Saxon England 6 (1977), 121-42. 
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century catalogue of the Christ Church books.7 An orthographical peculiarity shared by the pen trial in 

the Royal manuscript of the Gospels and the surviving portions of Book IV in the fragment suggest 

we should yield to this temptation, because it makes it likely that the pen trial was copied from the 

manuscript from which the fragment survives and that this manuscript was at Canterbury over a 

hundred years before Eastry’s time. This, in turn, reinforces the case for the Canterbury origin of the 

Hatton manuscript of the Gospels. 

The orthographical peculiarity in question is the spelling ‘ys’. This is very likely to have come from 

the pen trial’s exemplar. For one thing, both pen trials are notable for their faithful reproduction of 

their models, in, for instance, the maintenance of the genitive in ‘sce GREGORIES’ where the new 

context demands the nominative, and of dative plural -um on ‘grecum’. For another, the Hatton 

scribe’s inherent preference seems to have been to spell the third person singular of the verb ‘to be’ 

<is>. In the first three chapters of Matthew, he writes <ys> seven times, but in all seven instances, 

<ys> is the spelling of the antecedent tradition; by contrast, he writes <is> twelve times, and on two 

thirds of these occasions does so in preference to an antecedent <ys>.8 The spelling ‘ys’ in the pen 

trial is therefore likely to have come from his exemplar. Spellings with <y> for i are endemic in 

Canterbury Add. 25, but rare in other surviving manuscripts of the original version of Werferth’s 

translation, suggesting it is likely to have been this specific manuscript that served as the exemplar for 

the pen trial. Thus fol. 4r has ‘hyt’ (x4), ‘ys’ (x2), ‘[ge]mænelyce’, ‘myhte’, ‘soðlyce’, ‘gesyðe’, 

‘wycstowa’, ‘wynnað’, ‘witodlyce’, ‘wyðer’, and this list is not exhaustive.  

The pen trial in Royal therefore reinforces the validity of the conjecture that the Canterbury fragment 

of Werferth’s translation of Gregory’s Dialogues was at Christ Church in the Middle Ages and, in 

doing so, strengthens the claim that the Hatton manuscript of the West-Saxon Gospels was copied at 

Christ Church. It leaves us with the striking image of a scribe at his desk around 1200, with copies of 

both the West-Saxon Gospels and the Dialogues, two major pre-Conquest translations of Latin works, 

open before him. He, no less than the Tremulous Hand, his near contemporary, seems to have found 

Old English of value around a hundred and fifty years after the Norman Conquest. 
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7 Gameson, Earliest Books, 86; M. R. James, The Ancient Libraries of Canterbury and Dover (Cambridge, 

1903), 51 (no. 306). 
8 To derive these figures, I have used the text of Charles Hardwick, The Gospel According to Saint Matthew 

(Cambridge, 1858), which prints the texts of Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 140 (s. xi1, Bath) and the 

Hatton manuscript in facing columns.  


